
New Shoes arrive for Distribution! 

Amazing Shoe Donation… 
This summer brought an incredible opportunity. John Morrison called and offered a container of new shoes and 
then called back saying he could arrange three additional containers if we were interested. These were 
designated to go into Ukraine for distribution. We scheduled the loading and shipping of these containers out of 
Hebron, OH to the Regions of Odesa, Ivano-Frankivsk, Zaporozhe, and Zhitomir, Ukraine. 

The shoes (Dr. Comfort) retail at $140+ a pair (they are orthopedic). When you calculate the totals on these 
four shipments it is amazing…21,636 pairs of NEW shoes with a suggest value of $3,223,764.00! Although 
the shoes were donated we had to pay the shipping costs on these containers. The total shipping costs were 
paid by the generosity of Christians and congregations. When you divine the shipping costs with the total pairs 
shipped it is amazing to understand the Lord’s People were able to ship these for only SEVENTY CENTS per 
pair!! 

These containers have been arriving and here is a report from Ivano-Frankivsk as the brethren unloaded their 
container. 

From: Tatyana Zozulina 
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 1:31 PM 

John! Good news today as we are unloading FIRST container into the storage/distribution center. And it is the 
container of shoes that John Morrison helped us secure! 
Tanya 
 
From: Ivan Skoleba 
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 1:10 PM 

Thank you very much dear brothers and sisters! 
Greetings! We have unloaded 
the shoe container today. 
Thank you very much for your 
help! 

People are in great need of 
shoes, especially doctors and 
medical nurses that live out in 
the country need such shoes. 
They have to walk a lot when 
they check their patients. There 
are some shoes of smaller sizes 
that can go to children's homes 
for teenagers and staff 
members to use. Anti-Terrorist 
Operation veterans have asked 
for some sizes as well.  

It is a great relief to us. Thank 
you, dear brothers and sisters, 
for your help to spread the 
Gospel.  Giving out relief items 

to people and different groups in Ukraine Church of Christ gains credibility with people and authorities.  

In Christ, Ivan, Andrew, Ruslan, Pavel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


